GENERAL
INFORMATION

ABOUT US

Our mission
We are here to produce the most remarkable but still available 3D visualizations for those, who create the world
around. We tend to be clear, straightforward, and effective in all our actions and steps.
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YouSee is a 3D-visualization studio. We work on interior and exterior renders, 360 virtual tours, 3D
floor plans, architectural animation, VR, and AR.
The young energy of the experienced professionals - is what our team is. Open-minded, driven by
natural curiosity, we explore new technologies and inventions. Creating pieces of art within each
project is our passion. Our approach in photorealistic CGI production is the constant search for
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SERVICES
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Visualize your concept and help
your client's imagination

3D Exterior Rendering
Show your architectural ideas
and easily achieve success
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Take advantage of modern
technology to invite your clients
to their future property
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3D Floor Plan
Make your plans come to life with
the ultimate photorealistic
approach

360° Panoramic Tour

-

-
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3D Interior Rendering
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Creating a perfect interior
design is a matter of art.
Showing your talent to the
client by developing the
excellently clear 3D images of
your ideas is our matter.
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3D Interior Rendering
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Architecture, landscape, urban
territory - whatever the
challenging project you face,
we are your supporting 3D
visualization team. Express
yourself in designs, and we will
show it to the world.
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3D Exterior Rendering
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The best way to dive into the
creative depth of the project is
developing a 360 premises
tour. Let it be interior or exterior
to walk through - your clients
will be impressed by your ideas
right from the start.
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360° Panoramic Tour
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Discover the new way to
present your floor plans. We
specify the materials, location
of the furniture, and all the
details in a photorealistic CGI to
make the upper-level client
presentations.
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3D Floor Plan
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WORKFLOW
Just 6 steps to perfect CGI:
In progress STEP 4

Provide as much information as you
can to make you the best proposal
ever. Everything that gives the idea
of your project is appreciated.

We provide the preliminary images
for your review, amend the renders
upon your feedback to perform the
most satisfying result.

Analysis STEP 2

Almost there STEP 5

We go deeper into received
documentation, ask for possible
clarifications, and prepare the
estimate of your project.

Before we start the
post-production phase, we send
you the final images for
confirmation and minor updates.

Game on STEP 3

Here we are STEP 6

Once the tasks and terms are
agreed, and the advance
payment is executed, we start to
create.

That was quite easy, wasn't it?
Here are the great photorealistic
images for your presentations,
website and marketing.

-

-
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Let’s start STEP 1
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YOUSEE | PRICE LIST

price list
Valid from 01 Dec 2020 to 01 March 2021
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BASIC

STANDARD

ADVANCED

6 - 10

10 - 25

25 - 40

less than 20

20 - 60

60 - 100

clear
(rectangular, square etc)

uneven
(with partitions, angles etc)

any geometry

Textures

basic

basic

custom modelled

Furniture

standard

standard

custom modelled

Decor elements

few

limited

unlimited

Technical elements

no

basic

all technical elements
needed

Visual effects

no

possible

reflections, sun rays etc.

HD 720 (1280*720)

HD 1080 (1920*1080)

4K (3840*2650)

Any additional image within the scene

extra USD 70

extra USD 100

extra USD 140

Additional day/night view

extra USD 35

extra USD 70

extra USD 105

Any additional image of the part
of the scene** with view on other
angle details

extra USD 100

extra USD 210

extra USD 280

USD 278

USD 420

USD 630

Working hours
Area, sqm*
Geometry of the space

Maximum final image size

PER IMAGE

* this parameter has an estimate value
** scene includes all the modelled elements within the set angle of view
without VAT

PER IMAGE

PER IMAGE
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3D INTERIOR RENDERING
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3D INTERIOR RENDERING

| EXAMPLES

These examples demonstrate the difference between
Standard and Advanced rendering options

-

STANDARD

Good quality, less details

ADVANCED

High quality, many details
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-
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BASIC

STANDARD

ADVANCED

6 - 10

10 - 25

25 - 40

one building
less than 150 sqm

one building less than 500 sqm
or two equal buildings

one building 500 - 900 sqm
or two equal buildings

Geometry of the building

clear

uneven

any geometry

Textures

basic

basic

custom modelled

standard

standard

custom modelled

Decor elements

few

limited

unlimited

Technical elements

no

basic

all technical elements
needed

Visual effects

no

possible

mist, reflections, clouds etc.

HD 720 (1280*720)

HD 1080 (1920*1080)

4K (3840*2650)

Any additional image within the scene

extra USD 140

extra USD 210

extra USD 350

Additional day/night view

extra USD 100

extra USD 140

extra USD 280

Any additional image
of the part of the scene**
with view on other angle details

extra USD 245

extra USD 350

extra USD 490

USD 420

USD 560

Working hours
Area, sqm*

Landscape

Maximum final image size

PER IMAGE

* this parameter has an estimate value
** scene includes all the modelled elements within the set angle of view
without VAT

PER IMAGE

USD 840

PER IMAGE
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3D EXTERIOR RENDERING
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3D EXTERIOR RENDERING

| EXAMPLES

These examples demonstrate the difference between
Standard and Advanced rendering options

-

STANDARD

Good quality, less details

ADVANCED

Great quality, more details
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3D STANDARD

3D ADVANCED

10 - 25

25 - 40

less than 100

100 - 200

Textures

basic

custom modelled

Furniture

standard

custom modelled

limited

unlimited

basic (only switches,
skirting, radiators)

all technical elements
needed

possible

reflections, sun rays etc.

HD 1080 (1920*1080)

4K (3840*2650)

Any additional image within the scene**

extra USD 100

extra USD 140

Additional day/night view

extra USD 100

extra USD 210

Any additional image
of the part of the scene**
with view on other angle details

extra USD 100

extra USD 210

USD 210

USD 350

Working hours
Area, sqm*

Decor elements
Technical elements
Visual effects
Maximum final image size

* this parameter has an estimate value
** scene includes all the modelled elements within the set angle of view
without VAT
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3D FLOOR PLAN
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3D FLOOR PLAN

| EXAMPLES

These examples demonstrate the difference between
Standard and Advanced rendering options

-

STANDARD

Good quality, less details

ADVANCED

Great quality, more details
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360° PANORAMIC TOUR
If you already ordered more than 2 still images of opposite scenes* of the space, the price is:

Additional day/night view

BASIC

STANDARD

ADVANCED

extra USD 140/space

extra USD 280/space

extra USD 420/space

USD 100

USD 200

USD 300

PER VIEW POINT

PER VIEW POINT

PER VIEW POINT

BASIC

STANDARD

ADVANCED

35 - 45

45 - 100

100 - 150

less than 20

20 - 60

60 - 100

clear geometry

uneven geometry
(with bay windows, porches etc.)

any geometry

basic

basic

custom modelled

standard

standard

custom modelled

Decor elements

few

limited

unlimited

Technical elements

no

basic

all technical elements
needed

Effets visuels

no

possible

mist, reflections, clouds etc.

HD 720 (1280*720)

HD 1080 (1920*1080)

4K (3840*2650)

extra USD 140/space

extra USD 280/space

extra USD 420/space

USD 1190

USD 1750

Working hours
Area, sqm (for interior 360°)**
Geometry of the building
(for exterior 360°)**
Textures
Furniture/landscape

Taille maximale de l'image finalisée
Par une image supplémentaire jour/nuit

USD 840

PER VIEW POINT

* scene includes all the modelled elements within the set angle of view
** this parameter has an estimate value

PER VIEW POINT

PER VIEW POINT
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If you haven’t ordered still images of the space, the price is:
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360° PANORAMIC TOUR

| EXAMPLES

These examples demonstrate the difference between
Standard and Advanced rendering options

-

STANDARD

Good quality, less details

ADVANCED

High quality, many details
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Thanks.
hello@yousee.studio
+44 84 498 64 868
www.yousee.studio

